Where no ambiguity exists we may speak of 3^ and <^\ This paper is closely related to a paper of Gilmer and Ohm [5] , and frequent reference is made to their results. In [5] the relations 3^ S a?, 3^ = <^, and & S ^ were investigated. That paper arose as a result of the following observation in [8, p. 341 In §3 we consider the set S^{R) consisting of all ideals A of the commutative ring R such that R -P is prime to A for some prime ideal P of R. It is always true that <&(R) £ J^{R) and if R is an integral domain with identity, we also have 3^(i2) £ Jtf(R). The 
By a slight modification of the example just given we see that (ii) is independent of (i). For if we take K = F(Y) where F is a field and Y is an indeterminate over F, then F + M satisfies (i) but not (ii).
3* A certain set of ideals containing 3^* The first example of §2 shows that a domain in which 5^gΞ & need not be almost Dedekind. Also, numerous examples shows that & S S^" does not imply D is Prϋfer. But by considering a certain set, to be denoted by J^, which contains both ψ~ and <S% we obtain both these results by replacing 3^ by S/ and ^ by j&, respectively. The set Sf to which we refer consists of all ideals A such that the complement of P is prime to A for some prime ideal P 2 . We shall consistently use the fact that if A and P are ideals of the commutative ring R such that 4gP and P is prime, then the smallest ideal B of R such that 5 contains A and such that R -P is prime to J5 is J5 -^L P = {x \ x e R, xm e A for some m g P}. More to the point as far as we are concerned,
R -P is prime to the ideal A if and only if AD P Π D -A (D a domain).
The following theorem gives the relationship between the sets jy and 3^. 
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Before proceeding to consider the relation sf £ & we note that this condition is meaningful in a ring with zero divisors. Also, the relation S%? £ & is meaningful for arbitrary commutative rings. We consider this case. First we need some definitions.
Suppose R is a commutative ring. R is a primary ring* if R contains at most two prime ideals [1] . A primary domain is a primary ring without proper divisors of zero. R is called a u-ring if the only ideal A of R such that VA. = R is R itself. R satisfies Condition (*) if S^(R) f the set of ideals of R with prime radical, is a subset of ^ (22 (c) a zero-dimensional u-ring. or (d) a one-dimensional u-ring having the property that if P and M are prime ideals of R such that Pa MaR, then (0)^ = P. From this result, it is clear that if R satisfies (*), then every ideal of R P is primary for each prime ideal P of R. But because of the one-to-one correspondence between primary ideals of R contained in P and primary ideals of R P , we see that Ssf £ & if and only if every ideal of R P is primary for each prime P of R. Hence, if R satisfies (*), then sf £ &. The converse is false, as can be seen by considering the ring of even integers. The converse is true, however, in a ring with identity or, more generally, in a u-ring as the following theorem shows: Proof. Suppose P and M are prime ideals of R such that Pa MaR.
We let p e P and m e M -P. The ideal A = (mp) M is a in Jtf and is therefore primary. Since m£ P1Ξ2 V A, pe A. Therefore py = rmp + kmp for some y0M, reR, ke Z and p(y -rm -km) -0. Further y -rm -km = y ^ 0 (mod M) and because P and M are arbitrary, R has dimension ^ 1. That R satisfies (*) now follows.
Similarly, if & denotes the set of prime powers of the ring R, then because any ideal of R P is the extension of its contraction in R [7; p. 223], every ideal of R P is a prime power for each prime ideal P of R if J^ £ & .
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